
                                                         Name: _____________________

(Items in a series)

Oh no! Comma Cat has stolen all the commas! Whatever shall we do?! Thank goodness you’re 
here to save the day. Read the sentences below, and add commas to fix them. 

1. Pet cats can be found in shorthair longhair and hairless breeds.

2. Cats use their claws for hunting climbing and kneading.

3. Cats make many different sounds such as meowing purring hissing and growling.

4. Pet cats belong to the same animal family as lions tigers and jaguars.

5. A cat’s fur may be black white brown gray blond or orange.

6. House cats eat mainly canned food dry food or treats made especially for cats.

7. Onions garlic and chocolate are all bad for cats to eat. 

8. People originally had pet cats because they hunted mice rats and other small 
creatures. 

9. Some famous cats include an astronaut named Felicette an Alaskan mayor named 
Stubbs and a 34 year old cat named Creme Puff. 

10. Most cats react to catnip by rolling around rubbing on furniture and eventually 
zoning out.
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Name: _____________________

(Items in a series)

Oh no! Comma Cat has stolen all the commas! Whatever shall we do?! Thank goodness you’re 
here to save the day. Read the sentences below, and add commas to fix them. 

1. Pet cats can be found in shorthair, longhair, and hairless breeds.

2. Cats use their claws for hunting, climbing, and kneading.

3. Cats make many different sounds such as meowing, purring, hissing, and growling.

4. Pet cats belong to the same animal family as lions, tigers, and jaguars.

5. A cat’s fur may be black, white, brown, gray, blond, or orange.

6. House cats eat mainly canned food, dry food or treats made especially for cats.

7. Onions, garlic, and chocolate are all bad for cats to eat. 

8. People originally had pet cats because they hunted mice, rats, and other small 
creatures. 

9. Some famous cats include an astronaut named Felicette, an Alaskan mayor named 
Stubbs, and a 34 year old cat named Creme Puff. 

10. Most cats react to catnip by rolling around, rubbing on furniture, and eventually 
zoning out.
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Name: _____________________

(Mixed Practice)

Comma cat’s in the mood for a joke. Read each sentence below to determine if they’re 
correct or not.  If commas are use correctly, lightly color the “yes” column. If commas 
are not used correctly, lightly color the “no” column.

To solve the riddle, match the colored letters to the numbered lines below

What does a cat like to wear at night?

 _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _    
  4      1    6        7     3      9     8      2    

Yes No

1. Millie, Milo, and Molly are all kittens. A B

2. Molly, are you really hiding from a mouse? S T

3. Milo enjoys meowing to birds squirrels, and ducks. L A

4. Is Molly sleeping in the living room bedroom, or kitchen? M P

5.  I’m glad I ordered plenty of litter, treats, and toys. T A

6. On average, kittens sleep 18 hours a day. W C

7. Scott, did you buy enough cat food? J D

8. Millie, please stop licking Milo’s head. A E

9. Millie’s hobbies, include running sleeping, and eating. L M
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Name: _____________________

(Mixed Practice)

Comma cat’s in the mood for a joke. Read each sentence below to determine if they’re 
correct or not.  If commas are use correctly, lightly color the “yes” column. If commas 
are not used correctly, lightly color the “no” column.

To solve the riddle, match the colored letters to the numbered lines below

What does a cat like to wear at night?

 _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _    (paw-jamas)
  4      1    6        7     3      9     8      2    

Yes No

1. Millie, Milo, and Molly are all kittens. A

2. Molly, are you really hiding from a mouse? S

3. Milo enjoys meowing to birds squirrels, and ducks. A

4. Is Molly sleeping in the living room bedroom, or kitchen? P

5.  I’m glad I ordered plenty of litter, treats, and toys. T 

6. On average, kittens sleep 18 hours a day. W

7. Scott, did you buy enough cat food? J

8. Millie, please stop licking Milo’s head. A

9. Millie’s hobbies, include running sleeping, and eating. M
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